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1. INTRODUCTION
This second volume of normal crop calendars for the Foreign Commodity Produc-
tion Forecasting (FPCF) project of the Agriculture and Resources Inventory
Surveys Through Aerospace Remote Sensing (AgRISTARS) program contains the
state crop calendars for the principal spring wheat producing states within
the United States. The crop calendars are an update of the calendars origin-
ally produced for the Large Area Crop Inventory Experiment (LACIE) multilabel-
ing task during 1918. These calendars are the standard products as described
in the Normal Crop Calendars for the Foreign Commodity Production Forecasting
Project, Volume 1, Assembly and Application of Historical Crop Data to a
Standard Product. Figures 1 through 4 are the state crop calendars for Minne-
sota, Montana, North Dakota, and South Dakota, respectively. Table 1 is the
legend and notes for the crop calendars.
No salient problems were encountered during compilation. Data sources, weekly
weather and crop bulletins or reports, and other publications offered informa-
tion which varied from state to state as to emphasis, completeness, and method
of reporting. Thus, a need for caution during extraction of data was impera-
tive to ensure accuracy. The information was extracted from references 1
through 1.
1
TABLE 1.- LEGEND AND NOTES FOR THE CROP CALENDAR
TIME LINES
Time line based on insufficient data to establish a
reliable MAP and 50 percent point of stage
Heavy line indicates the MAP (5/95 criterion). Thin
line shows the earliest and latest the stage has




C - Cut (hay crops only)
D - Dent
E - Emergence
H - Harvest (includes synonymous
terms - dug, picked, etc.)
Hd - Head
J - Joint
M - Mature (ripe)
P - Plant (includes transplanted croon)
Po - Pod




VC - Vines cut
Ob - Open bolls
NOTES
1. E/TI - Stages given in this format indicate the available information was
given in a combined form.
2. It is possible to have multiple harvests from a single crop. When and
where this occurs will be indicated by a numeral in front of the code to
indicate which harvest.
3. Where a crop is area specific, either as deviating significantly from the
normal or is limited to a specific crop reporting district (CRO), an areal
indicator will be shown directly beneath the crop name. This area
indicator denotes that the time line applies to that area only; it does
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